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INTRODUCTION 
The Final Report describes rsults of further investigation of nature of vicinal sectorality 

in KDP crystals. 
Part I contains data of quantitative estimation of distinctions between the lattice 

parameters in the neighbour growth sectors and vicinal sectors of some rapidly grown KDP and 
DKDP crystals. It demonstrates opportunities of the plane wave X-ray topography for 
quantitative characterization of crystals grown in known conditions. 

Part II gives description of some mechanisms of striations formation in which the vicinal 
sectorality takes an important part. 

I. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF DISTORTIONS IN 
CRYSTALS NEAR THE BOUNDARIES OF DIFFERENT 
KINDS 
1). Crystal KDP LLNL #125 (See also the Third Progress Report). It was found that the 

lattice parameters of the dipyramidal growth sectors are bigger than lattice parameters of the 
prism growth sectors in this crystal. The double crystal topographs Figure 1.1 show the central 
part of the z-cut of the crystal (sample 125-I). The central square is built by the dipyramid 
sectors of the crystal. It is surrounded by the material of the prism growth sectors. Synthesized 
images of the lattice parameter and small rotations changes show that the difference in the 

lattice parameters between dipyramid and prism sectors AC = 7. 10e6 A. There is no rotations of 

each growth sector relatively to others at least in three of four directions shown in the 
topographs. Only sectorial~boundaries show some enhanced contrast related with relaxation of 
stresses at the smple surface. It means that there are conditions which can provide growth of 
crystal with some equal lattice parameters in the prism and dipyramid growth sectors and hence 
diminish distortions related with crystal sectoral structure. 

Crystal KDP LLNL #133, The sample 133-m (See also the Third Progress Report, 
Fig. 2.6). The double crystal topographs Fig. 1.2 show a part of the sample with striations 
formed as a result of competiton of different sources of growth steps. These striations separate 
relatively homogeneous parts of crystal marked by numbers 1 - 4. The boundary between parts 
1 and 2 is a sectoral boundary between prismatic (1) and dipyramidal (2) growth sectors. 
Growth bands (striations) between the other layers are evidently intervicinal boundaries. They 
have black and white contrast in turn. The changes of lattice parameter a and misorientations 
between these layers (vicinal sectors) are given in the Table 1. These measurements show that 
the difference in the lattice parameters as well small rotations between the vicinal sectors is 
relatively small. Only images of the intervicinal boundaries have some enhanced contrast related 
with the surface relaxation. 



X-ray topographs of crystal KDP LLNL #8C (Fig. 1.3) show deformations in. the 
vicinity of intervicinal boundary in the plane of the growing face (101). The intervicinal 
boundary is vertical on this topographs and zig-zag lines are steps formed as a result of etching 
during preparation of sample for x-ray topography. Nevertheless it is possible to see that 
growth steps on the left of the intervicinal boundary are almost horisontal and the growth steps 
on the right of the boundary are inclined at angle approximately 45” to the boundary. As a 
result the crystal has a step-like change of the lattice parameter just at the intervicinal boundary 

Aa = 3.1. 10e5 A. It is interesting that there is not rotations at the boundary of this kind. 

2). Analysis of crystal lattice distortions in the growth sectors of prismatic faces is the 
matter of special interest because only rapidly grown crystals have prism growth sectors of 
significant volume. Fig. 1.4 shows a series of plane wave x-ray topographs of part of prism 
face of DKDP crystal grown with the average rate 12 mm/day along Z-axis (K7-97). The 
topographs show the part of the crystal face containing a dislocation bunch oriented normally to 
the crystal surface and formed a vi&al hillock during crystal growth in the right part of the 
images. The vicinal hillock has four vicinal sectors and twofold symmetry in accordance with 
the crystal symmetry. The lattice parameters difference and small rotations are small enough 
because the growth steps in the opposite vicinal sectors are of the same type and orientation. 
Slightly different result we can obtain if to analyse distortions in the prism growth sector with 
the dislocation bunch parallel to the sample surface. Fig. 1.5 demonstrates a set of plane wave 
X-ray topographs of z-cut of KDP crystal LLNL #125 with the dislocation bunch parallel to the 
sample surface in the prism sector a’ of crystal (dislocation images are vertical on the 
topographs). The small rotations in this sample are one order of magnitude bigger than in the 
previous one. 

It is clear from the previous data that the dislocations produce mainly rotation distortions 
in the KDP and DKDP crystals whereas the differently oriented growth steps build the crystal 
with slightly different lattice parameters. Therefore the grown crystals have stress condition 
complicated enough which is a result of dislocation structure specific for each crystal and 
vicnal hillocks positions on the crystal faces as well as growth parameters. 

II. ROLE OF VICINAL SECTORALITY IN STRIATIONS 
FORMATION IN KDP AND DKDP CRYSTALS 
Conventional widespread concepts of striations formation are associated with a 

nonuniform impurity distribution normally to the crystallization front which is caused by 

fluctuations of growth conditions (supersaturation CT , growth temperature T, etc.) [l]. These 



concepts take into account possible variations in the growth rate of a face as a whole and in the 
most of cases ignore face morphology and the real structure of the crystal. 

The laser-interference methods developed for studying the face morphology of crystals 
growing from solutions and their growth kinetics [2-51 have been allowed to observe in situ 
crystal growth via formation of vicinal hillocks on dislocations. As was shown in [6,7], and in 
the previous reports, the methods of X-ray topography allow to reveal and make clear some 
mechanisms of inhomogeneity formation in crystals during their growth if one takes into 
account real growth conditions of crystals. 

FORMATION OF STRIATIONS DUE TO ACTIVITY CHANGES OF 
DISLOCATION SOURCES OF STEPS 

The vicinal hillocks at the points of outcrop of dislocations or dislocation bunches am 
built by growth steps which have, in the ideal case, the same heights equal to the lattice 
parameter of the crystal. During the growth process, these steps propagate from the hillock top 
to the face edge with a velocity 

v = p,oc,< 1-oc)-‘0 = p,cOc,( 1-OCJ’0 = p,oc,o, (1) 

where PI is the kinetic coefficient of the step, CO = p-’ is the specific volume’of the particle in the 

crystal, and c, and c are the equilibrium concentration and the concentration during growth in the 
solution, respectively [ 1,3]. Neglecting two-dimensional nucleation, one can write the normal 
growth rate R of the face (along the normal to the singular face orientation) as 

R =pv, (2) 

wherep is the slope of the vicinal surface tilted to the singular face. 
If a vicinal hillock is formed by a group of dislocations with the total screw component 

of their Burgers vectors equal to mh, then, in accordance with [8], the slope of the vicinal 
hillock is 

p = m/z/(19 p, + 2L). (3) 

Here 2L is the perimeter of the dislocation source of steps, pn = oa,/hkTo is the critical 

radius of a two-dimensional nucleus, a, is the specific linear energy of the growth step, h is the 

step height, k is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature. 

DISAPPEARANCE OF OLD AND FORMATION OF NEW VICINAL 
HILLOCKS 
The distribution of growth steps over the faces of a crystal during growth is not 

constant. They change not only because of the variations of the external growth conditions but 
also because of some internal factors. We consider some of them. 



Figure 2.1 shows an X-ray topograph of the X cut through the center of a KDP crystal 

grown at the rate R, z 10 mm/day along the Z-axis under the conditions such that the anisotropy 

of the growth rates of the prismatic and bipyramidal faces was especially well pronounced. This 
was attained by preparing a seed in such a way that its side faces coincided with the natural 
{ 100) faces. Thus, the crystal regeneration gave almost no rise to formation of dislocations that 
could be the powerful sources of steps on the prysm faces. The orientation of growth 
dislocations in these crystals did not coincide with the Z-axis, and therefore they became 
inactive when the points of dislocation outcrop approached the face edge to a distance close to 

the critical-nucleus dimension pn and ceased generating growth steps. Then vicinal hillocks am 

formed on other dislocations - either already existing or newly formed. The steps generated by 
new dislocations have new directions of spreading on the face and density in accordance with 
the dislocation source position and activity. Therefore some stresses between the old and new 
layers are formed and give rise to striation. The bands on topographs indicated by number 3 
seem to be associated with new dislocation bunches in the specimen formed not because of the 
changes in the growth conditions (both temperature and supersaturation were gradually varied 
during crystal growth), but because the leading growth centers ceased generating growth steps 
when they approached the face edges. It seems that other types of striation in this crystal are 
formed in the same way, but the dislocations associated with their formation are evidently 
outside the specimen cross section imaged in the Fig. 2.1. The dark or light band contrast 
depends on the sign of the change in the lattice parameter in the growth bands. The formation of 
such contrast on two-dimensional boundaries was repeatedly discussed (see, e.g., [9,6]). 

GROWTH BANDS CAUSED BY MACROSTEPS FORMATION 
It was found in [lo] that dislocations in the crystals growing from solutions are oriented 

along directions characterized by the minimum linear energy and do not coincide with the 
normal to the growing face. This concept was developed in a number of theoretical studies [ 11, 
121 and was confirmed by the experiments on numerous crystals grown from solutions. But in 
some instances, it was found that growth dislocations can substantially deviate from these 
directions. On the topograph of the X cut of the KDP crystal (Fig. 2.2 a) almost all the 
dislocations originated from the regeneration zone near the seed. Most dislocation lines have 
kinks usually formed at the sites of the dislocation intersection with the growth bands. Similar 
drastic changes in dislocation orientations on growth bands were also observed in KDP, 
DKDP, ADP and other crystals in [ 13, 141. To analyze the dislocation structure, we chose a 
rectangular region on the topographs shown in Figs. 2.2 a-d and determined the Burgers 

vectors and the angles p formed by dislocation lines and the [OOl]-axis for some dislocations 

indicated in Fig. 2.2. The data obtained are listed in the Table 2. 



In agreement with [lo], the orientation of growth dislocations characterized by the 
vector I corresponds to the direction along which the dislocation has the minimum elastic energy 

W = Elcosa, E = Kb*.ln(Rlr,)/4n;. (4) 

Here E is the elastic energy per unit length of the straight dislocation, R and r,, are the 
radii of the external and internal cylinders between which the linear dislocation energy is 

calculated, b is the magnitude of the Burgers vector, a is the angle formed by I and n, and K is 

the energy parameter dependent on 2, b, and the elastic constants of the crystals. 
The directions characterized by the minimum elastic energy in growth sectors of the 

{ 100) and (011) prismatic and dipyramidal faces, respectively, for most widespread 
dislocations in KDP crystals characterized by the Burgers vectors b = [ 1001, [00 11, [ 1 lo], 
[Oil], and 1/2[111] weredeterminedby Fishman [13]. 

The orientations of all the dislocations observed in regions I and III in Fig. 2.2 d almost 
coincide with the calculated orientations (Table 2), but in region II, the orientations of 
dislocations 1, la, 3, and 4a drastically change, so that they nearly coincide with the optimum 
orientation calculated for the growth sector of the prismatic face. The orientation of dislocation 
la in region IV differs from its orientations in I-III. Lines 5 are the images of dense bunches of 
dislocations with various Burgers vectors (their contrast remains almost constant under various 
imaging conditions). 

It follows from (4) that the elastic energy per unit length in the growth direction of a 
dislocation depends on the direction of the Burgers vector b and the surface orientation. Since 
the Burgers vector of a dislocation does not change its direction during growth, the deviations 
observed in the experiments can be caused only by the local changes in the orientation of a 
growing face associated with the existence of vicinal hillocks with stepped slopes on the crystal 
surface. 

The data on the growth kinetics obtained indicate that, at relatively low growth 

temperatures, these crystals show the propensity to form macrosteps, whereas at T = 50°C and 

higher temperatures, macrosteps behave as groups of elementary steps. 
If growth proceeds by the propagation of elementary steps, the orientations of growth 

dislocations almost coincide with the direction corresponding to the minimum dislocation energy 
for a singular face. In the case where elementary steps are grouped to form macrosteps or shock 
waves [3, 15, 161, the average slope of the surface at the point of the outcrop of dislocation 
changes, which should result in the corresponding change of the dislocation orientation. 

Let us consider that in addition to elementary steps, a growing surface has also relatively 
large macrosteps, whose front can be represented as a region of the face having an orientation 
different from that of the remaining part. Then, at the moment of the macrostep passage through 
the point of the dislocation outcrop on the surface (point 1 in Fig. 2.3), the orientation of this 



dislocation should change in accordance with formula (4). Upon macrostep passage, the 
dislocation orientation is restored (point 2 in Fig. 2.3) if a macrostep is followed by elementary 
steps. This process is accompanied by the formation of two kinks, e.g., such as is shown in 
Figs. 2.2 b and 2.2 c. So, dislocations can indicate formation of macrosteps on the growing 
surface of crystal. It is clear from above that macrosteps can be a reason for striations formation: 
since the surface orientation of the macrostep front, its structure, etc. differ from those in the 
terraces between steps, the concentration of adsorbed impurities on the macrostep front should 
also be different. It results in the formation of X-ray topographic contrast at the edges of the 
region grown during macrostep passage. 

A crystal plate cut from the prism sector of DKDP crystal K 4-96 grown with average 
rate -7 mm/day along z-axis is shown in the Fig. 2.4. The plate was cut through the vicinal- 
sector boundary not far from the top of the vicinal hillock marked by black spot in the Fig. 2.4 
a. Double crystal topographs Fig. 2.4 b show part of this plate with vicinal-sector boundary at 
the central region of the images. They show a small difference in the lattice parameters between 

the neighboured vicinal sectors (Ad-S. 10m7). Additionally, they are rotated at an average angle 

1.2.10-* arc sec. X-ray topographs show striations formed by macrosteps during crystal 

growth. The variations of the lattice parameters along A-A direction is shown in the Fig. 2.4 c. 

Apparently, a period of oscillations - 100 p shows an approximate height of macrosteps because 

it does not correlate neither with temperature oscillations in crystallizer nor crystal reverse 
rotation period. 

GROWTH BANDS FORMED DUE TO MODIFICATION OF 
VICINAL HILLOCK MORPHOLOGY 
The nonlinear dependences of the tangential velocity v of step propagation and the 

slopes of vi&al hillocks on supersaturation were first established by Chernov et al. for KDP 
crystals [S]. Figure 2.5 from Rashkovich [4] shows the slope and the tangential growth rate 
of steps as functions of supersaturation along two directions on the prismatic face of a KDP 
crystal characterized by the minimum and maximum tangential growth rates, respectively, 
curves I and 2 in Fig. 2.5. It is clearly seen that with an increase of supersaturation, both 

slopes, p, and p2, and the tangential growth rates, v1 and vz, drastically change at 0=0,=4.5%. 

These changes of the vicinal-hillock geometry are explained in [4] by the necessity for steps to 
“overcome” the blocking effect of impurities on the crystal surface. 

Such changes in the morphology of a growing crystal surface result in the formation of 
striations visible on X-ray topographs of crystals. The projection X-ray topographs of the Z cut 
of a KDP crystal LLNL #174 grown under a varying supersaturation are shown in Figs. 2.6 c 
and 2.6 d (the corresponding variations of the supersaturation during growth is shown in Fig. 



2.6 b). One can see the boundary SA between the adjacent prismatic and dipyramidal growth 
sectors indicated in the scheme in Fig. 2.6 a and also the tilted sector boundaries SB . At first, 

the crystal grew rapidly on a point seed S under the supersaturation CJ > 0, (Fig. 2.6 b). Then, 

with a decrease in the supersaturation, the growth rate also decreased. Upon the attainment of a 

certain supersaturation CL, the morphology of vicinal hillocks on the topograph changed, which 

resulted in the appearance of the first growth band. Upon certain time during which a crystal 

layer corresponding to growth under supersaturation cr < CT, was formed, the growth 

temperature was decreased at a higher rate. This increased the supersaturation again, and at (3 = 

CJ*, the second band was formed with the corresponding restoration of the vicinal hillock 

morphology on the prismatic faces. This experiment allowed us to estimate CL value for this 

crystal as 3.0-3.5%. The X-ray topographic contrast shows that lattice parameters in the band 
corresponding to the slow growth rate is slightly different compared to the areas of crystal 
grown at higher growth rates. Unfortunately, the accuracy of the growth rate and 
supersaturation measurements during the bulk growth are not enough to find out the exact 
reason of the striations which are seen in the layer of the slow growth. They can be connected 
with variations of temperature (and supersaturation) which are typically higher in absolute value 
at fast growth. However, it is clear from the topographs Fig. 2.6 c,d that the striations are much 

more pronounced in the area grown at CJ < (T, as compared with rapidly grown area. 

CONCLUSION 
The plane wave ,X-ray topography method of quantitative evaluation of crystal 

homogeneity has been developed. Its efficiency is demonstrated above on rapidly grown KDP 
and DKDP crystals. The method can be useful for studying the effect of various growth 
parameters on the crystal quality and for studying of mechanisms of some defects formation. 

It was shown by x-ray topography methods that the lattice parameters of a crystal 
growing due to step propagation along the vicinal surface are different on different vicinal faces 
of the same hillocks and are dependent on the growth-step orientation. This kind of 
inhomogeneity was named “vicinal sectorality” just as sectoral structure of crystals formed by 
growth of whole faces. The nonuniform stoichiometric composition or incorporation of 
impurities into various vicinal sectors on the crystal faces results in different average values of 
the crystal lattice parameters, which can be revealed and measured by X-ray topography. 

It was found in the crystals KDP and DKDP that the dislocations produce mainly 
rotation distortions whereas the differently oriented growth steps build the crystal with different 
lattice parameters. Therefore each grown crystal is in a stress condition complicated enough 



which is a result of dislocation structure and vicnal sectors distribution in crystals as well as 
growth parameters. 

Formation of various inhomogeneities in crystals can be caused not only by the 
variations of the external growth conditions, but also by the action of some “internal” factors, 
and, first of all, by the variations in the dislocation structure of the crystal. The main 
mechanisms of striations formation are related with redistribution of growth steps on the crystal 
surface, because steps with different orientations capture impurities quite differently. This 
results in the variation of the lattice parameter. As far as no way to eliminate dislocatons from 
the crystal as well vicinal hillocks formed by them and related vicinal sectorality, the described 
kinds of inhomogeneity has to be found in all crystals growing by layer mechanism. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1.1. Plane wave double crystal X-ray topographs of the central part of Z-cut of crystal 
LLNL #125. Analysis of distribution of distortions between the crystal sectors. Reflection 

geometry, Cu Ka, irradiation, reflection g - [008]. (a), (b) are the experimental topographs. (c) 

is a calculated distribution of the lattice parameter changes; (d) is a calculated distribution of 
small rotations of crystal lattice. The dipyramidal growth sectors have more light contrast than 
prismatic ones. 

Fig. 1.2. Plane wave double crystal X-ray topographs of the part of X-cut of crystal LLNL 

#133. Reflection geometry, Cu Ka, irradiation, reflection g - [400]. (a), (b) are the 

experimental topographs; (c) is a calculated distribution of the lattice parameter changes; (d) is a 
calculated distribution of small rotations of crystal lattice. The boundary between areas 1 and 2 
is a sector-al boundary; boundaries between areas 2,3 and 4 are intervicinal boundaries, 

Fig. 1.3. Plane wave double crystal X-ray topographs of the central part of (lOl)-cut of crystal 

LLNL #8C. Reflection geometry, Cu Ka, irradiation, reflection g - [404]. (a), (b) are the 

experimental topographs. (c) is a calculated distribution of the lattice parameter changes; (d) is a 
calculated distribution of small rotations of crystal lattice. An intervicinal boundary is seen as a 
vertical line at the central part of the topographs. Zig-zag lines are steps on the surface formed 
during preparation of the sample. 

Fig. 1.4. Plane wave double crystal X-ray topographs of Y-cut of DKDP crystal K7-97. 

Deuteration level of crystal D = 96.7%. Reflection geometry, Cu Ka, irradiation, reflection g = 

[400]. Diffraction vector g isnormal to the crystal surface. Z-axis is horisontal here. (a), (b) are 
the experimental topographs. (c) is a calculated distribution of the lattice parameter changes; (d) 
is a calculated distribution of small rotations of crystal lattice. Black horisontal lines are 
microcracks formed in the process of the sample preparation.They give an evidence of high 
level of inhomogeneity of crystal on the whole. 

Fig. 1.5. Plane wave double crystal X-ray topographs of the central part of Z-cut of crystal 
LLNL #125. Analysis of effect of dislocations on the distortions in crystal plate. Reflection 

geometry, Cu Ka, irradiation, reflection g - [008]. (a), (b) are the experimental topographs. (c) 

is a calculated distribution of the lattice parameter changes; (d) is a calculated distribution of 
small rotations of crystal lattice. 



Fig. 2.1. Projection X-ray topograph of the X cut of a KDP crystal. MO-KU, radiation, 

reflection vector g-[020]. (1) seed, (2) sectorial boundaries between the prismatic and 
bipyramidal faces, (3) striation due to a lower activity of the leading growth hillocks at the face 
edge and the formation of new dislocation sources of steps. 

Fig. 2.2. (a) Projection X-ray topograph of a part of the central crossection of a KDP crystal (X 
cut), g-[020]. (b), (c) Topographs of a region in rectangular marked on (a). (b): g-[020]; (c): 
g-[022]. (d) Schematic arrangement of dislocations in a rectangle. Numbers l-4 indicate 
dislocations vith different Burgers vectors. 

Fig. 2.3. A model of the dislocation orientations changes in the process of macrostep formation. 

Fig. 2.4. Striations formation in the prism sector of DKDP crystal (growth rate R-7 mm/day 
along z-axis). a) A diagram of a specimen position with respect to the crystal. A black spot 
indicates the outcrop point of dislocation bunch. b) Plane wave double crystal topographs of the 
patr of specimen containing the vicinal-sectoral boundary (1, 2) and syntetic images of 
distribution of the lattice parameter changes (3) and small rotations along the sample surface (4). 
c) The changes of the lattice parameter a along A-A direction. 

Fig. 2.5. The slopes p, and p2 and the tangential velocities v1 and v2 of growth step ropagation 
along two mutually perpendicular directions of the prismatic face of a KDP crystal as functions 

of supersaturation; y is the angle formed by the [ 1001 direction and vmax. (Data of 

L.N.Rashkovich [4]). 

Fig. 2.6. Formation of growth bands in the sectors of the prismatic face due to changes in the 

surface morphology at a supersaturation of (T = CJ,. (a) Scheme illustrating the orientation of the 

specimen with respect to the crystal and the sectoral boundaries in it; (b) the graphical 
representation of the changes in supersaturation during crystal growth, (c, d) projection X-ray 
topographs of the 2 cut; S is the seed and SA and SB are the sectoral boundaries. 



Table 1. The changes of lattice parameter a and misorientationk of 
dipiramidal vicinal sectors in of the sample # 133. 

Number Mean Mean value of the 
of area value of 

the lattice 
small rotations oF, 

changes 
ha 

1 

2 

3 

4 

10-7A 

2.4 

0.2 

3.9 

-2.1 

1O-2 arc 
set 

6.6 

4.4 

0.3 

-0.3 

10-T 

3.3 

2.2 

0.2 

-0.2 



Table 2. Angles p formed by the dislocation line and the [OOl] axis for 
dislocations with various Burgers vectors b observed and 
calculated in [lo] for KDP crystals 
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Aa=l.8-10-7 A 
Aw=l.l- 10m2 arc set 
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#125, z-cut 

A~=1.7-10-~ ii 
Aw=O.3 arc set 
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Edge of the vicinal hillock 
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q)Topograph at azimuth angle a=0 2) Topograph at azimuth angle a =180 

3) c2-l an g es of the lattice parameter A a 4) Small rotations w,, 

DKDE: Z-cut 
Ac=5.10-’ fi 

Aw=1.2-lob2 arc set 
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